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We present a Monte Carlo based analysis of the combined world data on polarized lepton-nucleon deep-
inelastic scattering at small Bjorken x within the polarized quark dipole formalism. We show for the first
time that double-spin asymmetries at x < 0.1 can be successfully described using only small-x evolution
derived from first-principles QCD, allowing predictions to be made for the g1 structure function at much
smaller x. Anticipating future data from the Electron-Ion Collider, we assess the impact of electromagnetic
and parity-violating polarization asymmetries on g1 and demonstrate an extraction of the individual flavor
helicity parton distribution functions at small x.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The partonic origin of the proton spin remains one
of the most intriguing and persistent problems in hadronic
physics. Spin sum rules [1,2] decompose the proton spin of
1=2 (in units of ℏ) into the contributions from quark and
gluon helicities (ΔΣ, ΔG) and orbital angular momenta.
Extensive experimental programs at facilities around the
world over the past three decades have provided important
insights into the proton spin decomposition [3]. However,
outstanding questions remain, especially about the detailed
momentum dependence of the associated quark and gluon
helicity parton distribution functions (PDFs) Δq and Δg,
respectively. These PDFs are related to the total quark and
gluon spin contributions to the proton spin via integrals
over the partonic momentum fraction x,

ΔΣðQ2Þ ¼
X
q

Z
1

0

dxΔqþðx;Q2Þ; ð1aÞ

ΔGðQ2Þ ¼
Z

1

0

dxΔgðx;Q2Þ; ð1bÞ

where Δqþ ≡ Δqþ Δq̄, and the sum runs over the quark
flavors q ¼ u, d, s, with Q2 the resolution scale.
Determining the quark and gluon contributions to the

proton spin crucially depends on knowing the x depend-
ence of the PDFs Δqþðx;Q2Þ and Δgðx;Q2Þ. This is
especially true at small values of x, where the computation
of the moments (1) involves extrapolation below the
experimentally accessible region, down to x ¼ 0. In recent
years, an effort to develop small-x evolution equations for
helicity PDFs has been underway [4–11], building in part
on Refs. [12–14]. Specifically, small-x evolution equations
[herein referred to as Kovchegov-Pitonyak-Sievert (KPS)
evolution] for the so-called “polarized dipole amplitude”
have been derived [4,6,7,15–18].
The polarized dipole amplitude is a critical object for

spin-dependent phenomena at small values of x (see Fig. 1):
it allows one to obtain the spin-dependent g1 structure
function, along with the (collinear and transverse momen-
tum-dependent) helicity PDFs [4,6]. At leading order (LO)
in the strong coupling αs, these equations resum powers of
αs ln2ð1=xÞ, which is known as the double-logarithmic
approximation (DLA). The KPS evolution equations close
in the large-Nc limit [4], where Nc is the number of
colors. Numerical and analytic solutions for these have
previously been constructed [7,15,16]. However, an
analysis of the world polarized deep-inelastic scattering
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(DIS) data at small x utilizing KPS evolution has never
been performed.
In this paper, we present such an analysis. We emphasize

that KPS evolves in x instead of the traditional evolution in
Q2 [19–21]. Unpolarized small-x evolution [22–27] was
previously used to describe DIS data on the proton F2 and
FL structure functions [28–30]. We show for the first time
that an analogous helicity-dependent small-x approach can
successfully describe the polarized DIS g1 structure func-
tion for the proton and neutron extracted from data at
x < 0.1. This approach differs from earlier work [31] which
incorporated the small-x resummation from Ref. [14] into
the polarized Dokshitzer–Gribov–Lipatov–Altarelli–Parisi
(DGLAP) splitting functions [19–21], thereby mixing the
small-x and Q2 resummations.
In addition, we use pseudodata from the future Electron-

Ion Collider (EIC) on electromagnetic and parity-violating
polarization asymmetries to demonstrate an extraction of
helicity PDFs at small x within the KPS formalism and
assess the impact on g1. This is a first step toward ultimately
using small-x evolution with experimental data from
various reactions to genuinely predict the amount of spin

carried by small-x partons, which is crucial to resolving the
puzzle of the partonic origin of the proton spin.

II. FORMALISM

In the DLA the quark helicity PDFs can be written in
terms of the polarized dipole amplitude Gqðr210; βsÞ [4,6,7]
(see Fig. 1),

Δqþðx;Q2Þ ¼ Nc

2π3

Z
1

Λ2=s

dβ
β

Z
r2max

1=βs

dr210
r210

Gqðr210; βsÞ; ð2Þ

where s ≈Q2ð1 − xÞ=x is the invariant mass squared of the
γ�N system and β is the fraction of the virtual photon’s
momentum carried by the less energetic parton in the qq̄
dipole. The amplitude Gq is also integrated over all
impact parameters [4,6,7,15–18], r10 ¼ jr1 − r0j is the
dipole transverse size, where ri is a coordinate vector in
the transverse plane, and r2max ¼ min f1=Λ2; 1=ðβQ2Þg. We
regulate the long-distance behavior of r10 with an infrared
cutoff 1=Λ and set Λ ¼ 1 GeV.
Changing variables to

η ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αsNc

2π

r
ln

βs
Λ2

; s10 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αsNc

2π

r
ln

1

r210Λ2
; ð3Þ

we can rewrite Eq. (2) in the form [7]

Δqþðx;Q2Þ ¼ 1

αsπ
2

Z
ηmax

0

dη
Z

η

smin
10

ds10Gqðs10; ηÞ; ð4Þ

where the limits on the η and s10 integrations are
given by ηmax ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αsNc=2π

p
lnðQ2=xΛ2Þ, and smin

10 ¼
max fη − ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

αsNc=2π
p

lnð1=xÞ; 0g, respectively.
In the large-Nc limit the polarized dipole amplitude Gq

obeys the evolution equations [4,6,7],

Gqðs10; ηÞ ¼ Gð0Þ
q ðs10; ηÞ þ

Z
η

s10

dη0
Z

η0

s10

ds21½Γqðs10; s21; η0Þ þ 3Gqðs21; η0Þ�; ð5aÞ

Γqðs10; s21; η0Þ ¼ Gð0Þ
q ðs10; η0Þ þ

Z
η0

s10

dη00
Z

η00

smin
32

ds32½Γqðs10; s32; η00Þ þ 3Gqðs32; η00Þ�; ð5bÞ

where smin
32 ¼maxfs10;s21−η0 þη00g, and Γqðs10; s21; η0Þ is

an auxiliary polarized “neighbor” dipole amplitude, defined
in Ref. [4], whose evolution mixes with Gqðs10; ηÞ.
Note that only Gqðs10; ηÞ contributes to Δqþ in Eq. (4).
The evolution kernel in Eqs. (5) is LO in αs and has been
further simplified to contain only the DLA terms. Since
running coupling corrections are higher order, we freeze the

coupling in Eq. (4) at αs ¼ 0.3, a typical value in the DIS
Q2 range we study.
For given initial conditions Gð0Þ

q ðs10; ηÞ, we can solve
Eqs. (5) for Gqðs10; ηÞ and use it in Eq. (4) to calculate
Δqþ. Inspired by the Born-level perturbative calculation of
Gqðs10; ηÞ [4,6,7], we employ the ansatz

FIG. 1. Illustration of polarized DIS at small x. The exchanged
virtual photon fluctuates into a qq̄ dipole of transverse size r10,
with β the fractional energy carried by the less energetic parton in
the dipole. The spin-dependent scattering amplitude of the dipole
on the polarized nucleon N is described by Gqðr210; βsÞ, produc-
ing an asymmetry between the cross sections for positive and
negative helicity leptons.
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Gð0Þ
q ðs10; ηÞ ¼ aqηþ bqs10 þ cq ð6Þ

for the initial conditions, with flavor-dependent coefficients
aq, bq, and cq (q ¼ u, d, s) as free parameters.
The evolution in Eqs. (5) starts at η ¼ s10, or

βs ¼ 1=r210. Since r10 ∼ 1=Q and the β integral in
Eq. (2) extends up to 1, the evolution in Eqs. (5) begins
at x ¼ 1. This cannot be the case for small-x evolution,
so (5) must be modified to reflect the start of evolution

only at x ¼ x0 ≪ 1. For unpolarized small-x evolution,
which can be written as a differential equation in x,
this usually means that one only needs to set the
initial conditions at x ¼ x0 [28–30]. However, the
modifications in the polarized case are more involved
because (5) are integral equations and cannot be cast in a
differential form. Defining y0 ≡

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αsNc=2π

p
lnð1=x0Þ, for

η − s10 > y0 and η0 − s10 > y0, the modified evolution
equations are

Gqðs10; ηÞ ¼ Gð0Þ
q ðs10; ηÞ þ

Z
η

s10þy0

dη0
Z

η0−y0

s10

ds21½Γqðs10; s21; η0Þ þ 3Gqðs21; η0Þ�; ð7aÞ

Γqðs10; s21; η0Þ ¼ Gð0Þ
q ðs10; η0Þ þ

Z
η0

s10þy0

dη00
Z

η00−y0

smin
32

ds32½Γqðs10; s32; η00Þ þ 3Gqðs32; η00Þ�: ð7bÞ

In the region below y0, the polarized dipole amplitude is
given by the initial conditions Gqðs10; η − s10 < y0Þ ¼
Γqðs10; s21; η0 − s10 < y0Þ ¼ Gð0Þ

q ðs10; ηÞ. This prescription
implements our matching onto large-x physics, with
development of a more rigorous matching procedure left
for future work. The numerical solution of Eqs. (7) is
accomplished with the discretization utilized in Ref. [7] and
employing the algorithm presented in Ref. [32].

III. OBSERVABLES

In this work we focus on polarized inclusive DIS data to
demonstrate that KPS evolution can describe the existing
measurements at small x using the simple initial conditions
(6). The main observables used in our analysis are the
double-longitudinal spin asymmetries Ajj and A1 from the
scattering of polarized leptons on polarized nucleons. At
large Q2, these are given by ratios of the g1 to F1 structure
functions, Ajj ∝ A1 ∝ g1=F1, where in the DLA the g1
structure function is

g1ðx;Q2Þ ¼ 1

2

X
q

e2qΔqþðx;Q2Þ: ð8Þ

The denominator F1 is taken from data in the form of the
LO Jefferson Lab Angular Momentum (JAM) global
analysis [33,34]. Note that to this order the Bjorken x
variable coincides with the partonic momentum fraction,
although at higher orders these are of course different.
Analyses solely utilizing inclusive proton and neutron

(deuteron or 3He) DIS data [35,36] need additional input to
separately determine each of the flavors Δuþ, Δdþ, and
Δsþ. This can be partially achieved by assuming SU(3)
flavor symmetry in the sea and employing the octet axial
charge, a8 ¼

R
1
0 dxðΔuþ þ Δdþ − 2ΔsþÞ, as a constraint

on these moments. However, this is insufficient to uniquely

determine the x dependence, so at least onemore observable
is needed to solve for all three distributions. One approach is
to include semi-inclusive DIS (SIDIS) data, with π and K
fragmentation functions (FFs) as tags of individual flavors.
However, to avoid additional uncertainties due to FFs,which
would need to be fitted simultaneously with the PDFs
[34,37,38], we leave this to future work.
Anewopportunity presented by the future EIC, in addition

to precision measurements ofAjj at smaller values of x, is the
possibility to perform parity-violating (PV) DIS with unpo-
larized electrons scattering from longitudinally polarized
nucleons. By utilizing the interference between the electro-
magnetic andweak neutral currents, the resulting asymmetry
APV can provide independent combinations of helicity PDFs
that could allow clean flavor separation at low x.
One contribution to the APV asymmetry comes from the

lepton axial vector–hadronvector coupling,which is propor-
tional to the gγZ1 interference structure function, weighted by
the weak axial vector electron charge geA ¼ − 1

2
. The other

comes from the lepton vector–hadron axial vector coupling,
given by the gγZ5 structure function weighted by the weak
vector electron charge, geV ¼ − 1

2
ð1 − 4 sin2 θWÞ [39,40].

The gγZ5 structure function provides information on non-
singlet combinations Δq− ≡ Δq − Δq̄. However, since
jgeV j ≪ 1, and at small x one has Δq− ≪ Δqþ [6], its
contribution to APV is strongly suppressed. For three quark
flavors, the PV asymmetry is then determined by the ratio
gγZ1 =F1, where in the DLA we have,

gγZ1 ðx;Q2Þ ¼
X
q

eqg
q
VΔqþðx;Q2Þ; ð9Þ

with gqV ¼ � 1
2
− 2eq sin2 θW the weak vector coupling

to u- and d-type quarks, respectively. Since sin2 θW ≈1=4,
the gγZ1 structure function is approximately given by
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gγZ1 ðx;Q2Þ ≈ 1
9

P
qΔqþðx;Q2Þ≡ 1

9
ΔΣðx;Q2Þ. With suffi-

cient precision, the combination ofAPV andAjj for the proton
and neutron could enable an extraction of Δuþ, Δdþ, and
Δsþ separately.

IV. CONSTRAINTS FROM POLARIZED DIS DATA

For our baseline analysis, we fit the existing world
polarized DIS data on the longitudinal double-spin asym-
metries for proton, deuteron, and 3He targets. We restrict
the data to the kinematics relevant for this study: x < 0.1
with Q2 > m2

c ≈ 1.69 GeV2, and, to avoid the nucleon
resonance region, s > 4 GeV2, where s is the invariant
mass squared of the final state hadrons. The datasets
included are from the SLAC [41–45], EMC [46], SMC
[47,48], COMPASS [49–51], and HERMES [52,53]
experiments, giving a total number of points Npts ¼ 122

that survive the cuts. Note that the variable y0 ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αsNc=2π

p
lnð1=x0Þ that enters the evolution equations (7)

has been fixed using x0 ¼ 0.1, consistent with the x cut on
the data.
As discussed above, these data alone are not sufficient to

extract the individual PDFs Δuþ, Δdþ, and Δsþ. Instead,
we can only constrain the linear combinations of aq, bq,
and cq from Eq. (6) that enter into the proton gp1 and
neutron gn1 structure functions (8). This gives effectively six
free parameters (in addition to x0 and Λ). That is, the initial
conditions for the polarized dipole amplitudes associated
with gp1 and gn1 , respectively, read

Gð0Þ
p ðs10; ηÞ ¼ apηþ bps10 þ cp; ð10aÞ

Gð0Þ
n ðs10; ηÞ ¼ anηþ bns10 þ cn: ð10bÞ

We determine these parameters using Bayesian inference
within the JAM Monte Carlo framework [34,38] and find
the following values: ap¼−1.33�0.30, bp ¼ 0.49� 0.44,
cp¼2.24�0.16, and an¼−2.47�0.65, bn ¼ 3.03� 1.01,
cn ¼ 0.30� 0.36. The comparison between our fit (which
we refer to as “JAMsmallx”) at 1σ confidence level and the
x < 0.1 data on the proton, deuteron, and 3He double-spin
asymmetries is shown in Fig. 2, with the associated gp1
structure function displayed in Fig. 3. We find a very good
fit to the data, with χ2=Npts ¼ 1.01.
The precise value of x0 at which KPS evolution

sets in, corresponding to the cut x < x0 applied to the
data, is not known a priori. In Fig. 4, we show χ2=Npts for
x0¼f0.05;0.1;0.15;0.2;0.25;0.3g, where Npts ¼ f62; 122;
187; 229; 342; 508g, respectively. We note that for
x0 ¼ 0.2, a few data points from SLAC E80/E130 [57]
survive the x < x0 cut, and for x0 ¼ 0.25, also data from
Jefferson Lab [58–61] survive that x < x0 cut. However,
the latter data points are not the sole reason for the increase

in χ2=Npts when x0 ≥ 0.25. Certain datasets from
COMPASS, HERMES, and SLAC that the fit describes
well when only x < 0.2 points are included also have their
individual χ2=Npts deteriorate once additional data with
x ≥ 0.25 enter the fit.

FIG. 2. Comparison of Ajj and A1 data (black) at x < 0.1 and
Q2 ∈ ½1.73; 19.70� GeV2 with the JAMsmallx fit: proton (red),
deuteron (blue), and 3He (green).

FIG. 3. JAMsmallx result for the gp1 structure function obtained
from existing polarized DIS data (light red band) as well as with
EIC pseudodata (dark red band). For comparison, we include gp1
from the de Florian–Sassot-Stratmann-Vogelsang (DSSV) fit to
existing data [54,55] (light blue band) and with EIC pseudodata atffiffiffi
S

p ¼ 45 and 141 GeV [56] (light purple band). The inset gives
the relative uncertainty δgp1=g

p
1 for each fit at small x.
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The fact that we find good fits up to x0 ¼ 0.2 introduces
an additional systematic uncertainty into the behavior of gp1
down to x ¼ 10−5 in Fig. 3. The error band in the plot only
reflects the uncertainty from the experimental data and not
this systematic uncertainty due to the choice of x0. This
ambiguity in x0 indicates that current polarized DIS data
have not been measured at small enough x to identify the
onset of small-x helicity evolution. The data do, however,
constrain the value of x0 by imposing an upper bound. Our
fit is not expected to work at larger values of x0, where the
small-x formalism should become inapplicable. We find
that the data can indeed discriminate this breakdown, with
the fit quality χ2=Npts degrading substantially for x0 ∼ 0.25
due to the inability of the small-x formalism to capture
the steep ð1 − xÞn (n ≈ 3) large-x falloff in the data.
We note that the unpolarized evolution resummation
parameter αs lnð1=xÞ at x ¼ 0.01 is approximately equal
to the polarized evolution parameter αs ln2ð1=xÞ at
x ¼ 0.1, suggesting comparable accuracy for our helicity
evolution with x0 ¼ 0.1 and the unpolarized small-x
evolution [22–25,62–69] with the commonly used value
of x0 ¼ 0.01 [28,29,70–73].
We also comment that there exist other quantities with

the leading small-x contribution being double-logarithmic
in x. An example would be the flavor nonsinglet unpolar-
ized PDFs, which, at small-x, are dominated by the QCD
Reggeon exchange [12,74–79], whose intercept, when
evaluated in the DLA for αs ≈ 0.3, is very close to the
phenomenological value of αR ≈ 0.5 [80], as shown in [81].
Moreover, the Reggeon contribution to baryon stopping in
heavy ion collisions was also explored in [81] (see Fig. 9
there and the discussion around it). Surprisingly, no higher-
order corrections to the DLAwere needed in [81] in order to
obtain a good agreement with the data. Therefore, it is
possible that the KPS evolution, which is also double
logarithmic at leading order, may give an accurate pre-
diction for the small-x g1 structure function already at DLA,
as employed in this work.
A unique feature of our analysis is that KPS evolution

predicts the small-x behavior of helicity PDFs. This is in

contrast to DGLAP evolution, where the x dependence
of the PDFs follows from ad hoc parametrizations at an
input scale Q0, with the behavior at small x obtained by
extrapolation. This distinction allows better controlled
uncertainties in KPS evolution at small x, as Fig. 3
confirms. For the fits to existing data, the relative error
δgp1=g

p
1 at small x is ∼25% for JAMsmallx and ∼100% for

the DSSV fit with standard Q2 evolution [54,55].

V. IMPACT FROM EIC DATA

To estimate the impact of future EIC data on the g1
structure function, we generate pseudodata for Ajj and APV

for proton, deuteron, and 3He beams. The fit described in
Sec. IV only constrains gp1 and gn1 , whereas to generate
pseudodata simultaneously for Ajj and APV, one needsΔuþ,
Δdþ, andΔsþ individually. Therefore, we setΔsþ ¼ 0 and
use isospin symmetry to invert Eq. (8) to determine the
initial conditions for Δuþ and Δdþ from those we already
extracted for gp1 and gn1 , such that

Gð0Þ
u ðs10; ηÞ ¼

6

5
ð4Gð0Þ

p ðs10; ηÞ −Gð0Þ
n ðs10; ηÞÞ; ð11aÞ

Gð0Þ
d ðs10; ηÞ ¼

6

5
ð4Gð0Þ

n ðs10; ηÞ −Gð0Þ
p ðs10; ηÞÞ; ð11bÞ

Gð0Þ
s ðs10; ηÞ ¼ 0; ð11cÞ

with Gð0Þ
p and Gð0Þ

n taken from Eqs. (10) for the fit in
Sec. IV. We use the initial conditions (11) to solve the
evolution equations (7) for the polarized dipole amplitudes
corresponding to individual flavors. Using Eq. (4), we
obtain helicity PDFs which allow us to generate the central
values of the EIC pseudodata for Ajj and APV. For the
proton, the pseudodata cover center-of-mass energiesffiffiffi
S

p ¼ f29; 45; 63; 141g GeV with integrated luminosity
of 100 fb−1, while for the deuteron and 3He beams the
pseudodata span

ffiffiffi
S

p ¼ f29; 66; 89g GeV with 10 fb−1

integrated luminosity. These are consistent with the EIC
detector design of the Yellow Report, including 2% point-
to-point uncorrelated systematic uncertainties [82]. After
imposing the kinematic cuts discussed above, 487 data
points survive for each of Ajj and APV, along with the 122
data points from existing polarized DIS data, for a total of
1096 points used in this analysis.
We now fit these pseudodata without making any

assumptions on the helicity PDFs; in particular, we do
not assume Δsþ ¼ 0 in the fit. The inclusion of APV allows
us to extract the individual PDFsΔuþ,Δdþ, andΔsþ using
nine parameters (aq, bq, and cq [cf. Eq. (6)] for each quark
flavor) in addition to our choices for x0 and Λ.
The results for the extracted helicity PDFs, as well as for

the flavor singlet sum ΔΣðx;Q2Þ, are shown in Fig. 5, and
gp1 is given by the dark red band in Fig. 3. Clearly, the EIC

FIG. 4. Plot of χ2=Npts versus x0: the numbers next to the red
points indicate the specific χ2=Npts values at the given x0.
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pseudodata have a significant impact, reducing the relative
uncertainty of gp1 to the subpercent level. This precision will
also allow for a more accurate determination of the starting
point x0 of KPS evolution. The improved control over the
small-x behavior with KPS evolution of the g1 structure
function and the helicity PDFs is evident in Figs. 3 and 5
when compared with the DSSV analysis [54,55], which
uses standard DGLAP evolution. Even after including EIC
pseudodata, the relative error of the DSSVþ EIC fit [56]
for gp1 grows to ∼100% when one enters the unmeasured
region (x≲ 10−4). The same trend occurs for xΔΣðx;Q2Þ:
the magnitude of the JAMsmallxþ EIC uncertainty band
stays relatively constant, while the DSSVþ EIC error

increases significantly at x≲ 10−4. We emphasize that this
is a consequence of DGLAP evolution not being able to
prescribe the small-x behavior of PDFs, whereas KPS
evolution enables a genuine prediction at small x.

VI. OUTLOOK

In this work, we have demonstrated for the first time that
double-spin asymmetries in polarized DIS at x < 0.1 can
be successfully described using the KPS small-x evolution
equations. In the future, several extensions can be pursued,
such as including αs lnð1=xÞ corrections to the DLA [83]
and going beyond the large-Nc limit employed here. The
former will introduce saturation effects and may permit an
extraction of ΔG, while the latter may be studied either in
the large-Nc and Nf limit [4,17,32] or by using functional
methods [18]. Our formalism can also be extended to SIDIS
and pp collisions in order to provide a more universal
small-x helicity phenomenology. The approach we have
pioneered here will allow us to achieve well-controlled
uncertainties as one extends into the unmeasured small-x
region (beyond what even the EIC can reach), a feature that
ultimately will be crucial to understanding the partonic
origin of the proton spin.
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